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Abstract

In recent years, vast and complex amounts of data are being created and making it difficult for traditional data processing applications to manage them. The coming of the Internet prompted monstrous spike in the volume of information being made and made accessible. World Wide Web consortium W3C and international standardization body of the web spread the Semantic Web. It is an extended form of current web which provide easier way to search, reuse, combine and share information. In the last few years, major businesses corporations have demonstrated interest in incorporating semantic web technology with big data for added value. Indeed this incorporation has some benefits as well; it increases end-users ability to self-manage data from various sources, it focuses on changing business environments and varying user needs and handles concepts and relationships, manages terminology while connecting different data from varied data sources. For Social Network Analysis (SNA) new methods are needed by combining Big Data and Semantic Web technologies as a way to utilize and add capacities to existing frameworks. Moreover, the fast changing business requirements and latest industry culture of Agile Development needs a robust yet flexible solution for Business Intelligence and by using distributed enterprise level ontologies Data Warehousing can be incorporated. This paper is an attempt to focus on effects of incorporating Big Data with Semantic web, how Semantic Web making Big Data smarter, revisit the Big Data and Semantic Web challenges and opportunities, relationship between them and finally we summarizes with future direction of this integration.
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1. Introduction

The recent growth of business processes and electronic data management brought a number of improvements for enterprises, such as selling products, automatic handling of purchasing. Therefore, information about business processes and products are managed as data in enterprises information systems [11]. However, by the increase of complexity required to handle more and more business processes and electronic data; enterprises are challenged by these complexities. Frequently, this issue is discussed in context of big data. Big Data has been getting increasingly attention and recognition due to its vast studies and application prospects [1], [2], [4]. Large-scale data and rapidly changes in many types are generally referred as Big Data. In Big Data, the data sets are usually collected and integrated from distinctive sources that may comprise of structured, semi-structured, and unstructured data [9-10]. And most of the data is unstructured and semi-structured data usually more than 85% [7]. There is semantic heterogeneity and structural heterogeneity problems involving in the data sources because of Big Data applications often require multiple data sources. Structural heterogeneity of data refers to different data stored in the data model that could not be directly mapped to each other. Data that is inconsistent with each other, unable to reflect the link between the data sets and could not understand each other is referred as Semantic heterogeneous data [11].

However, as product complexity increases and customers demand for new customizable products grows then companies have to handle more and more complex information about the products. Also, in order to handle and make use of large and complex data (big data) many companies faces the challenges of integrating vast amount of data that is disordered across many distinct information systems into one enterprise-wide centralized information system [6].

Today, many organizations are not ready to implement such an information framework into their information technology structure as procedures for information and business process integration are still too exorbitant and tedious for them. This can result in higher number of inconsistencies and data redundancy within the product information of an enterprise [5]. Hence, more expenses can arise for presenting, searching for and maintaining product information. Also, the number of wrong orders, wrong deliveries and customer requests may increase. Therefore, to avoid these wrong interpretations or redundant statements in complex and big data sets it is very important to implement syntactical, as well as semantically restrictions.

In this paper we present a brief survey of the technological aspects related to big data in terms of structured, semi structured and unstructured data from distinct sources and their inconsistencies with related to structural and semantic heterogeneity. In section II we described the architectural solutions for big data, paying particular attention to business processes and electronic data management. Section III discuss about semantic web technologies. The technologies that supports big data integration are discuss in section IV. And finally section V concludes with open problems and future challenges about this integration.
2. Big data management

Big Data is a term that depicts conceivably inconsistent data that lives in extensive volumes, diverse structures and is being generated at fast. According to such description, to overcome above such mentioned difficulties tools should be used that manage and operate on big data in a way to capture process and analyze the data. Big Data Management provides such devices and strategies to beat these challenges. Data Science Series (2012) gives a broadened rundown of conceivable advantages for the business and as well as for customers to turn into the big data resources. As the list depicts that any company independent of the sector can be get benefited from big data or specialty it involves as new open doors in information usage can be found and exploited As it had been stated, Big Data Management should use proper tools and strategies to make it conceivable to catch, process, and analyze down data that is fast, huge, and heterogeneous.

As discussed in a paper by DeCandia, Hastorun, Jampani, Kaku-lapati, Lakshman, Pilchin, Sivasubramonian, Vossshall &Vogels (2007) NoSQL utilizes a distributed architecture, with the information held in a repetitive way on a few hubs. By adding more servers the system can easily scale out and a server failure can be endured. This kind of database is utilized for huge amount of data management and these databases scales horizontally. By creating redundant copies of data, producing them strong to partition failure, high availability aspects of NoSQL databases are enhanced. ACID aspects can also be taken into consideration by NoSQL Databases. Burden places on databases may results that NOSQL does not provide complete consistency across distributed nodes. Many NoSQL databases can also be treated as schema-free databases. The key benefit of this design is that it allows various applications to upgrade the structure of data without rewriting the table. It also can provide greater flexibility to store heterogeneously structured data.

3. Semantic web technologies

Semantic web is a thought of adding significance to the things that are found on the World Wide Web. The motivation behind the additional importance is to enable machines to give purpose about these things. Ontologies on the other hand are the major driver behind the semantic web and define the way to integrate the data between heterogeneous information sources and can also be used to describe the connections between them. It is a standard that describe the naming, definitions, relations and properties of different entities in a particular domain. The semantic web advances the standard for the explanation and integration of data. By empowering the consideration of semantic content in data open through the Internet, the point is to change over the present web into a web of data, which is overwhelmed by semi-structured and unstructured documents. It includes publishing information in languages specifically designed for data: Resource Description Framework (RDF), SPARQL (which is a protocol and query language for semantic web data sources), Web Ontology Language (OWL), and Extensible Markup Language (XML) [11].

Oktie Hassanzadeh, Anastasios Kementsietsidis, Yannis Velegrakis (2012) described in a paper that the goal of semantic web is to intensify the present web by linking the data and enriching it with meta data in ways that facilitate both the exploitation semantics of data and understanding of data. This enables the web with new qualitative levels of service. Selection of the Resource Description Framework (RDF) [5] as the data model for exchange and representation of the new web of data was one of the key choice for the Semantic Web community, towards tending to its difficulties and accomplishing its objectives. In spite of the reputation of the relational, and the XML model and in spite of the maturity of these models as far as both research and commercial system support RDF was chosen.

4. Integration of big data using semantic web technologies

Data integration includes two principle tasks. The first, at the schema level, includes homogenizing contrasts in the diagrams and classification used to speak to the information. The second, incorporation at the information level, includes recognizing records in various informational collections that allude to a similar certifiable substance. Li Kang, Li Yi, LIU Dong (2014) analyzes the problem in the big data integration process interns of structural heterogeneity and semantic heterogeneity. To solve some research problems in integration process they proposed a big data semantic model based on ontology by combining the semantic web technology, by building the ontology between the semantic models, to solve the problem of data unintelligible. Based on ontology to solve the problem of heterogeneous data storage they constructed a Key/Value storage model. A new system called Karma has been proposed by [20] in a case study, that trying to solve the variety challenge by using the semantic technology to integrate different type of Big Data sources.
Starting from the importing different types of information sources, cleaning process, modeling and its problems and concluding with integration process, a detailed information of different steps have been given. The proposed system uses semantic RDF technology to resolve integration issues. For instance, identifying same entities in different datasets at schema level. The system is validating only particular types of structural and semi-structural data sources. According to [21], the emotional and sentimental analysis of social networks in the financial domain using a combination of social networks (Twitter), semantic financial ontologies (FIBO), and other assets that provides uniform vocabulary to express emotions and sentiments in a proper format. Different data like emotions, opinions, and activities gathered from Twitter with FIBO and other data assets provide better understanding of different communities, which may be an important thing in financial domain. The work is executed in a legitimate and sorted out way and the proposed framework is clarified in detail. There is an absence of assessment what's more, approval of the proposed strategies, and the conclusion is general and does not obviously mirror the advantages of the proposed approach. In field of medical science consider a patient, who need personalized health care service design [12]. To achieve this necessity, a medicinal services framework needs to actualize a new foundation that would permit live delivery of patient information straightforwardly under the control of an expert. The opposite side of the condition would permit health care services frameworks to improve decisions about their patients in view of the information from every one of the patients. The paper presented & examines an approach towards Personalized Medicine with Big Data and Semantic Web Technologies. Large amount of homogeneous and heterogeneous information about each single patient can be accessed and processed by Big Data as part of smart data. Since the information isn’t organized more often than not, Semantic Web Technologies become possibly the most important factor and are utilized to explain different ideas.

5. Conclusion

The above-discussed cases explain that the recent research on semantic ontologies to integrate big data sources and incur with structured, semi-structured and unstructured data. Various data sources and approaches are using trying to get better results. And more of the works used limited and basic semantic ontologies and did not fully counter with the Big Data. Moreover, integration of Big Data using ontologies and semantic web technologies to solve the variety problems is at the early stages and still a more research challenge that need future work especially in the health care domain, business and financial domain, which will creates an opportunity to have a greater contribution to the science. Both the Big Data and Semantic Web Technologies can be viewed as two unique technologies of research, both are connected to genuine certain issues. Furthermore, it can be seen that the principle focus is knowledge for applications of both the technologies may it be for more benefit or for the revelation of more learning. Accordingly, it can be state that both areas should advance further by offering importance to huge, fast, unstructured and uncertain data around us.
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